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volume 168
textures 168
outer contact 168
Ventifacts 205
Viking-1 201, 230
Viking-2 230
landers 229, 267
landing sites 8, 9, 206
biology Experiment 229
Volatility of elements 19
Volcanic events, effect on climate 264
Volcanic mounds 46, 59
Volcanic plume 46
Volcanics, cumulative volume since Noachian 73
mostly basaltic 279
Volcanism, rates 18
effect of martian conditions 44–6
sub-ice 74
Volcanoes 17–8
dissected 132, 136
martian and terrestrial compared 43
around Hellas 69
Volcano-ice interactions 73–4
Vulcanian eruption 45
Warm climate episodes 131, 272
Warm conditions, Noachian 143
post-Noachian 144, 262
created by large impacts 144
Warrego Vallis 138
Watchtower rocks 241, 245, 246
components 241
stratified 241
impact ejecta 241
altered by hydrothermal fluids 242
Water vapor over north pole 212, 214
Water, distribution near-surface 13
Water, lost to space 168
in polar cap 171
in cryosphere 171
Water, role played in surface evolution 18–19
Water-ice below CO₂ southern cap 212
Water-ice stability 12
effects of obliquity 13
Water-ice, ground content 12–13
Wave of darkening 2
Weathering 260
removal of atmospheric CO₂ 260
Weathering rates 262
overestimated 260
West Spur 243
Western hemisphere 6
White Rock 153, 209
Wind erosion 204–5
Wind streaks 197–8, 207
depositional 197, 198
erosional 197
frost 198
Wind-abraded rocks 210
Winds 8
Wishstone rocks 240
ash-flow tuffs 240
formed during explosive event 241
minimally altered 241
Wrinkle ridges 71, 89, 90
circumferential to Tharsis 89, 92
height and spacing 167
Xe mass fractionated 258
Yardangs 208
Zodiacal light 24
Zunil 30